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Exercises in Aimed Solar Returns
from the Blog of Ciro Discepolo (76)

Dear Master Ciro,
I hope you are well and had a productive break from blogging. Not sure
why I am writing to you, but I am.
Things have been quite difficult in the past few months. My ex is spreading
rumours against me, she has schemed against me so that I lose the rented
house I am living in.
I am feeling more and more hopeless about any future relationship. The
career seems to be not going anywhere [I wanted to start a degree in
counselling/psychology and eventually move to work as a therapist].
My father is getting worse. A friend of mine recently committed suicide.
Not sure what kind of transits I am going through.
Any words and advice of hope will be greatly appreciated.
thank you so much.
sincerely, A
birth - 1975,april-13th, 8:10am, 26n28, 80e20 (india)
solar return 12th april 2012 - edinburgh, uk
current location - birmingham, uk

Dear Alfred,
I am sorry, but I have some splendid resources for you: an Aimed
Solar Return every year, the exorcization of symbols every day and, if it
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is possible, a very good relocation!
Best wishes.
***

Dear Ciro,
I would like to ask your opinion on a matter. In 2010 I spent my SR in
Flores, Azores.
I know that it is long gone and passed, but keep wondering if it was a
good choice. Another choice would have been Maastricht,NL.
I think I should have triggered then a 10th house ASR.
Now, I also wonder if maybe a 2013 10th house ASR spent in
Melbourne,AU would be a good option.
I find myself in a point in life when I really need an important change.
Montreal might be only an extension of the last 2 years, as the charts
are similar. Do you think that a Venus on the 7th house in the Melbourne
chart could attenuate the influence of Mars? Or is it going to worsen the
situation because of the numeric implication and impact?
When does someone know that they are ready for a 10th house ASR?
24 JAN 1986, 21:20 Campulung, Romania
Thank you in advance for your honest opinion!
Best wishes, Georgiana

Dear Georgian,
you ask me as the your 2010 would have been if instead of going to
Flores where I recommended you, you had gone to Maastricht NL.
It is a binding and difficult question because I should know in detail,
month for month, what happened you in that year.
I - nevertheless - know that in these last two years, following the ASRs
that I have recommended you, you have had an extraordinary and objective
growth: you have brightly overcome a difficult surgical operation (according
to your declarations), so much you are grown in the knowledge of the Active
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Astrology, you have found a fiancé that I have glimpse in Bucarest and that
seems a very positive person for you... And we could still continue.
If I have well understoond it you would like to make a big leap in before,
everything in an only time, without a constant and very good progression.
And if I have understood well you identify the presence of an Ascendant in
X House as a propeller of radical changes.
If I have understood well, despite the obstacle of the language, the
Ascendant in X Casa doesn't bring yourself this: in the majority of the cases
you get its fruits distributed in the years to come. It is Uranus to the MC
that can change the whole your life in a day: but if the whole ASR is
not studied well, Uranus could also change your life in negative.
Perhaps your actual indecision between Melbourne and Montreal makes
me think that I have understood well your small worries and your desire to
have a leap in before decisive, immediate and mighty.
In everybody and two these ASRs your relationship of couple is in a risk
situation: Jupiter "bistable" to the Descendant or Mars in VII. In this whole
I think that the Ascendant in X House cannot change of 180° your ASR.
You ask when we are ready for an AS in X: we are always ready.
Probably the ASR in Montreal is preferable because so much money is
seen in entrance and because to Montreal you could also stay to live, with
great receptions, more to west where you would have the Jupiter relocation
to the MC: the maximum one!
In Melbourne the relocation is excellent, but not for the career and - as
you will perhaps know - it is difficult to enter to live in Australia. In short,
considering everything, I recommend you to go to Montreal.
A dear regard.

ASR 2013 Montreal For Georgiana
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ASR 2013 Melbourne Georgiana

Dear Ciro,
Thank you for your answer and honest opinion. The goal is not a big
leap forward without a solid base. Wanted to say that I need a change, an
important positive change in my life.
That could be an engagement, a very good job, a scholarship, the
possibility to pursue a passion or anything that could upgrade my sense of
personal growth.
I need a transformation or a lovely event to delight my heart. 2009 was
truly a year of growth, for exemple. I had Jupiter+Sun on the MC. And it is
not that I'm asking favours to the stars and doing nothing.
I put effort in everything. And I know that with the right celestials on the
right houses,anything should be possible.
I was thinking that maybe, from time to time, we should take risks in
order to flourish.
For instance, I acted in a conservative way when I decided to go to
Flores in 2010. I had both options in hand (ASR in 9th and 10th), but
decided to pick the safe path: ASR in 9th, like in 2009.
I cannot complain that it was a terrible year. It brought growth, but also
sorrow on the relational part, because of Saturn in 5th. And I believe it was
unnecessary suffering. It could have been a positive turn instead with
Sun+Venus in 7th (Maastricht).
As positive events, first of all I found you later in the year. It is strange
that I have been looking for SR information on the internet since years and
didn't come across you by 2010. Also, in 2010 I decided, after years of
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denial, to proceed with the surgery. A very important growth happened
also on the artistic part. I learned vocal classical Hindustani. Also, in terms
of shortage, I graduated from my master degree, but finished my final paper
with enormous efforts and didn't get the result I expected.
And Yes, one of the most important growths during these years, was the
fact that I became more knowledgeable in Active Astrology, thanks to you
and your precious work.
But what I mean, is that I have been in a continuous chase for change to
the better, but I find myself in the same scenario. For instance, my love life
is not so great anymore, even with Jupiter in 5th. The surgery was good,
especially on the healing part, but not excellent as needed and expected. It
has lots of functional flaws. It may simply be that nothing is perfect, this is
how I am indulging myself.
So, that is why I was thinking that a 10th house ASR might bring that
feeling of sudden happiness and accomplishment. This, because, as you
said, it has a certain mightiness. Montreal is a safe path to me. Melbourne
might be my last chance to have a 10th house SR. I looked at the years
ahead, and won't have the possibility anymore to have this type of chart
under safe conditions, at least in the close future. That is why I couldn't
decide and needed once again your opinion on this issue.
But yes, I will probably choose Montreal and give a third chance to this
format of chart, hoping for the better.
Best wishes,
Georgiana

Dear Georgiana,
you was clear and I was the first to discover the extraordinay value of an
Ascendant in X. However it needs of a complete and positive ASR in parallel.
I am sure that next year by the splendid Aimed Solar Return of Montéal
and the contemporarely transit of Jupiter in the your X House, you will get
a beautiful growing.
Uranus in the IV House could be one of your best arrows to your bow
for a radical changement of life. Dear Georgiana, trust in me!
***
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Hello, Ciro.
My name is Igor (11.02.1976 in 06.20,Kharkov in Ukraine).
I was born and live in town Kharkov on Ukraine. In present time I
almost finished reading Your book on Solar Returns.
In the process of reading I discovered that in the future Solar Returns (in
2 months) Asc Solar gets in my 12 natal house, and Sun to 1 natal house,and
Saturn on MC.
Because in current Solar which Saturn for me stands on Asc,I understood
that following my Solar can be far more serious.
Prompt to me please where I could meet the following birthday in 2013
to avoid negative consequences.
If it is possible that it will be not so far for example in Europe or Russia.
Thank you in advance, my e-mail:prometey-76@mail.ru
With kind regards, Igor from Ukraina

Igor Natal

Dear Igor,
in Europe Mo-I-Rana, Norge, is the best!
And Saturn is out the 2,5 degrees of the X/11^ House cusp!
Below you read the longitudes. Choose a hotel very closed to the Airport.
Best wishes.
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ASR 2013 MoI Rana Norge For Igor

Rs per Igor from Ukraina Nato a Kharkov (07) (UA) il 11/02/01976 ore: 06.20
Anno : 2013 luogo : MQN - ENRA (ROSSVOLL)
Sole :in Aquario 21°31'45,0322
Luna :in Aquario 19°02'40,7779
Mercurio :in Pesci 07°28'28,1410
Venere :in Aquario 10°01'30,7111
Marte :in Pesci 06°21'04,6020
Giove :in Gemelli 06°31'08,0955
Saturno :in Scorpione 11°27'43,7461
Urano :in Ariete 06°00'31,3214
Nettuno :in Pesci 02°24'09,0737
Plutone :in Capricorno 10°38'49,8758
Nodo Vero :in Scorpione 21°26'10,3706 Retrogrado
Casa 1 :in Scorpione 26°24'32,7754
Casa 2 :in Sagittario 24°36'00,3949
Casa 3 :in Pesci 09°38'54,4868
Casa 4 :in Ariete 18°51'44,2272
Casa 5 :in Toro 08°01'24,2598
Casa 6 :in Toro 19°08'28,7119
Casa 7 :in Toro 26°24'32,7754
Casa 8 :in Gemelli 24°36'00,3949
Casa 9 :in Vergine 09°38'54,4868
Casa 10 :in Bilancia 18°51'44,2272
Casa 11 :in Scorpione 08°01'24,2598
Casa 12 :in Scorpione 19°08'28,7119

Ciro Discepolo, an astrologer, journalist and writer,
was born in Naples in 1948 (on the 17th of July, at
5:40 am).
He worked for twenty years at the most popular
daily of Naples, Il Mattino, writing articles on science,
medicine, informatics, literature and astrology. He
always refused to cast the so-called 'horoscopes of
the solar signs' for that newspaper and for any other newspaper or magazine.
He worked (at 20 years old) for five years at the CNR (National Research
Council) as Researcher Helper and, for two years, as Electronic Measures
Laboratory‘s head in the Istituto Motori of Naples, CNR.
He has been dealing with astrology since 1970. He has written over 65 books,
most of them best-sellers in Italy as well as abroad (France, the United States
of America, Spain, Germany, Hungary, Slovenia and Russia). He has published
also about 750 Astrology lessons on YouTube. In 1990 he founded the quarterly
Ricerca '90, which he's been directing since then.
He's been doing statistical researches from the very beginning of his interest
in astrology.
At the beginning of the '90s, he obtained very brilliant results with researches
on astral heredity on a sample of over 75,000 subjects.
He's been holding seminars, courses and lectures in different universities and
cultural centres in Italy and abroad.
He particularly deals with Predictive Astrology and Aimed Solar Returns.
According to many colleagues he may be considered the greatest living expert
of this sector. In fact not only he wrote a dozen of texts on this specific segment
of the "Art of Urania" - he can also rely on an experience of more than 20,000
aimed birthdays (covering the years 1970 to 2007) that he suggested, whose
outcomes he collected at an interval of one year.
He developed extremely advanced software packages for the study of
Predictive Astrology, also projecting an innovative algorithm which is particularly
useful for the dating of events within one year for individuals or groups of
people.
He is deeply interested in informatics. Astrologically speaking, he followed the
school of André Barbault.
He founded the school of the Active Astrology.

